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      ROYAL CARIBBEAN 
 

 
 

THE MOST EXCITING CRUISE DESTINATIONS 
AND AWARD-WINNING SHIPS 

Earn your wilderness badge as you cruise between the Alaska glaciers, pan for gold in prospecting 
towns, and trek across the rugged tundra on an Alaska vacation. And savor all the Old World flavor 
with visits to ancient, culture-rich ports in the Mediterranean, the British Isles, Scandinavia and 
beyond on an unforgettable cruise through Europe. No matter where in the world you choose to 
wander, cruises can take you deep into top-rated cruise ports and off-the-beaten-path gems, so you 
can experience each one like a local. 
 
It all starts with the boldest cruise ships at sea — and ours have won awards for everything from 
world class dining and spectacular entertainment, to record-setting onboard thrills and 
groundbreaking innovation. Whether you’re traveling solo or vacationing with the whole extended 
family, you’ll have all kinds of ahh-inducing cruise rooms to choose from, like affordable connecting 
staterooms that are perfect for groups, romantic rooms for couples craving rejuvenation and 
relaxation, and even a thrill-filled Ultimate Family Suite with a private game room and in-suite slide. 
 

Jewel of the Seas To Sail From Cyprus From July 10, 2021 
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Royal Caribbean International has announced a new program of seven-night cruises from Limassol, 
Cyprus and around the coastlines of Greece and Cyprus starting from July 10. 
 
The voyages will be operated by the Jewel of the Seas that will call Cyprus home for the first time 
and sail to the “picturesque shores and ancient ruins” in Cyprus, Greece and the Greek Isles through 
October, Royal Caribbean said in a press release. Guests will be able to visit a combination of 
culture-rich cities and idyllic islands, including Limassol, Athens, Greece and the Greek islands of 
Rhodes, Crete, Mykonos and Santorini. 
 
For cruise itineraries & more information, please visit website www.royalcaribbean.com 
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